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ABSTRACT: The storage of petroleum products in buried metal tanks to ensure safety 
is common practice. However, the integrity of these tanks could be compromised by soil 
corrosion with economic and environmental consequences. This study examines carbon 
nanotubes mechanical and anti-corrosive capabilities (CNTs) and epoxy resin coating on 
steel tanks. The presence of corrosive ions, resistivity, and pH values were all tested in 
the soil sample. CNT was mixed in proportions of 1.5, 2.5, 3.5 and 4.5 weight percent of 
epoxy resin to create the coatings. The morphology of uncoated steel, epoxy, and CNTs/
epoxy resin-coated steel specimens was studied using high-resolution scanning electron 
microscopy (HRSEM) equipment with energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX). 
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was used for corrosion analysis, and 
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the morphological result was established. The average ions content soil samples showed  
272 mg/kg chloride, 467.20 mg/kg sulphate and 167.40 Ω-m for the average resistivity 
value. The sample’s pH was acidic because it fell within 6.11–7.48. The tensile strength, 
hardness, and tensile modulus of epoxy resin with CNTs increase with CNTs. The addition 
of 3.5% CNTs has the best effect on the mechanical strength of the composite. The 
nanocomposite coatings exhibited considerably superior conductors, according to the 
EIS investigation. Thus, the hybrid of epoxy and CNTs increases the hydrophobicity of 
the coated surface.

Keywords: coating, corrosion, carbon nanotubes, steel tank, nanocomposite

1. INTRODUCTION

The storage tanks for petroleum products are usually made of steel, either elevated 
or buried for gravity and safety reasons. The corrosive ions or fluids in the soil 
encourages underground storage tanks to corrode.1 This phenomenon reduces the 
strength, appearance and permeability to liquids and gases of steel materials and 
structures.2 The pH value, salt content, conductivity, carbon dioxide partial pressure, 
organic acid content and temperature are crucial in exacerbating corrosion. Hence, 
the pH is a key factor in soil corrosion mechanisms.3 Various corrosion treatment 
procedures, such as anodisation, metal plating and organic coating, have been 
used to protect metallic substrates. Paint and anti-corrosive coatings are the most 
common and cost-effective treatments utilised regularly.4 Three main protection 
mechanisms are barrier protection, passivation and sacrificial protection.5 

Water molecules at the coating substrate contact may cause electrochemical 
corrosion of the metal beneath the coating, reducing coating adherence. 
Consequently, adding inorganic (polymeric) additives to the coating effectively 
improves coating permeability.6 Epoxy resin is one of the most flexible and 
competitive materials for constructing composites, owing to its exceptional 
qualities of strong adhesion strength, easy processing, high modulus and thermal 
stability. Meanwhile, the high crosslinking density of epoxy reduces toughness 
and impact resistance, resulting in a very brittle structure with poor hindrance 
towards fracture initiation and propagation.7 The porosity and low adherence 
of epoxy resins are the fundamental flaws that prevent them from being widely 
used. This includes rubbers, particles have proven to be an effective approach to 
increasing toughness but lowering thermal stability and mechanical strength.8 

Many efforts have recently been made to improve the efficiency of epoxy 
coatings by introducing nanoparticles such as nano silica, nano clay, carbon 
nanotubes (CNTs) and graphene platelets into the formulation.9,10 Carbon 
nanofillers reinforced epoxy composites have been shown to significantly 
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enhance the toughness of corrosion-resistant applications to meet the high 
demands on mechanical qualities.11 Because of their structure-dependent 
tunable features, such as mild chemical stability, high electrical conductivity 
and excellent thermal conductivity carbon-based nanomaterials have gotten a 
lot of interest in the last two decades.12 These CNTs have been widely studied 
in corrosion protection applications, both theoretically and empirically.  
Alishahi et al. prepared and evaluated the corrosion resistance of electroless nickle-
phospurus-CNT (Ni-P-CNT) composite coatings with various CNTs.13 In a 
3.5% sodium chloride (NaCl) aqueous solution at room temperature, the 
corrosion behaviour of the coatings was measured using Tafel polarisation 
and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). When compared to Ni-P 
coatings, the results showed that Ni–P–CNT composite coatings had superior 
passivation and corrosion resistance. 

The impact of CNTs on the mechanical properties and corrosion behaviour of mild 
steel in an acidic environment under various coating circumstances medium was 
evaluated. The mechanical parameter values of coated steel samples improved as 
the coating temperature and holding time were increased. When comparing the 
different coating circumstances, coated steels at 950°C for 90 min showed higher 
hardness, yield strength, and tensile strength values than others. In addition, 
with increased holding time and coating temperature, the corrosion current and 
rate of the coated steel samples dropped.14 Also, the corrosion behaviour of 
electrodeposited Ni, Ni-aluminium oxide (Al2O3), Ni-zirconium dioxide (ZrO2) 
and Ni-graphene (Gr) coatings in a moist sulphur dioxide (SO2) environment 
was examined. Nano indentation tests revealed that Ni-Al2O3, Ni-ZrO2 and Ni-Gr 
nanocomposite coatings have higher mean hardness and elastic modulus than pure 
Ni coatings.15 The increased mechanical properties of nanocomposite coatings can 
improve the coating’s durability and applicability. Based on the smaller scratch 
depth, the nanocomposite coatings offer a stronger wall.

Janaki and Xavier investigated the effect of indole functionalised nano-alumina on 
the corrosion protection performance of epoxy coatings in the marine environment.16 
In a continuous aqueous environment, the coated steel substrate produces iron 
oxide (Fe3O4), which was found in 38.5% of the time. X-ray diffraction analysis 
(XRD) examination of a 40-day immersion sample reveals the presence of Fe3O4 
in the top layer of rust. In the corrosion products, Fe, Al, O and N are confirmed 
by the energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX) analysis. After a one-day 
immersion, the functionalised alumina nanocomposite exhibits uniform matrix 
dispersion in the field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM). The 
pure epoxy-coated samples had a hardness value of 95 MPa after 40 days, while 
epoxyindole/alumina nanocomposite-coated samples had a hardness value of  
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680 MPa after 40 days. The epoxyindole/alumina nanocomposite-coated sample 
had a higher coating hardness, indicating decreased porosity. Based on recent reports, 
the anti-corrosion behaviour of nanocomposite coatings has not been exhaustively studied. 
Moreso, the creation of acidic soil due to acid rain or the reaction between moisture and 
dry chlorine and sulfur deposits makes the understanding of how ions induce corrosion 
in actual scenarios like buried tanks and pipes necessary. This study aims to examine the 
morphological, mechanical and corrosion behaviour of coatings on the buried tank in the 
soil with variable levels of chloride, sulphate, resistivity, temperature and pH in other to 
develop a sustainable environment. The synthesis of CNT/epoxy resin nanocomposite as 
coatings on mild steel has been carried out.

2. MATERIALS AND METHOD

The API 5L X65 steel obtained from steel market in Minna, Niger State, Nigeria 
is washed thoroughly with acetone (97%) to remove grease, dirt, oil, oxide, and 
protective layers. All the steel samples were weighed using the digital weighing 
balance. The vernier caliper was used to measure the thickness with (100 x 
100 x 8) mm dimensions and labeled for easier identification. The round sieve 
is set to receive coated steel samples for curing. The chemical composition of 
the steel used is determined with optical emission spectroscopic (OES) analysis 
(SpectroMaxx LMF06, Agilent Scientific Instruments, United States) and verified 
with the standard maximum value of main element composition  as illustrated in 
Table 1.

Table 1: Specimen chemical composition.

Elements 
(wt%) C Mn P S Si Cr Mo Ni Cu Vn Fe

0.26 
max

1.45 
max

0.03 
max

0.03
max

Specimen 0.06 1.015 0.02 0.01 0.28 0.03 0.013 0.45 0.2 0.06 Bal.

2.1 Nanoparticles Catalyst Production

Chemicals  with (99%) purity of cobalt(II) nitrate hexahydrate [Co(NO3)2.6H2O] 
and Molybdenum(II) Nitrate hexahydrate [Mo(NO3)2.6H2O] were obtained from 
Kem Light Lab. Mumbai, India and magnesium oxide (MgO) was obtained 
from Kermel, China. The wet impregnation method is used to synthesise 
cobalt-molybdenum (1:1) (Co-Mo) supported on MgO. Approximately 19.4 g 
Co(NO3)2.6H2O and 1.2 g Mo (NO3)2.6H2O salts were dissolved in 50 cm3 of 
purified water. After allowing the mixture to dissolve completely, 15 g of MgO 
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is added. The mixture is agitated for 1 h at 1500 rpm using a magnetic stirrer as 
reported in literature.17,18 The resulting slurry is then dried in an oven at 115°C for 
11 h. The dried catalyst is crushed and sieved through 150 μm sieve aperture to 
acquire homogeneous particle sizes. The uniformly sieved catalyst is then calcined 
in an electric furnace for 2 h to 4 h at temperature between 500°C and 600°C.

2.2 Synthesis of CNTs 

A horizontal Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD) reactor synthesised the CNTs, 
0.5 g of the produced Co-Mo/MgO catalyst is placed in the quartz reactor’s 
core. The reactor is purged with nitrogen gas at 50 ml/min rate until the reaction 
temperature reached 700°C. This temperature increases the nitrogen flow rate to 
200 ml/min while the acetylene flow rate is released for the carbon nucleation 
process during an hour reaction time as demonstrated by Lobiak, V. E. et al.19 
When the reaction time was reached, the acetylene flow was truncated, and the 
nitrogen flow is reduced to 50 ml/min until the system reached room temperature. 
Next, the boat containing the carbon nanotubes is removed and weighed to 
determine the CNTs’ percentage yield. The CNTs were found in a clump softly 
mashed to particles with a ceramic mortar and pestle. The surface area, surface 
morphology, crystallinity and surface functional group of the resulting CNT were 
then investigated using Brunauer, Emmett and Teller analyser, scanning electron 
microscope (SEM), XRD and fourier transform infrared (FTIR) techniques.

2.3 Production of Epoxy Resin and CNTs Coating Substrates

The epoxy resin material is mixed with synthesised multi-walled CNTs(MWCNT) 
in 1.5, 2.5, 3.5 and 4.5 proportions, using the density of the mixture magnetic 
stirrer to the obtained black precipitate slurry of epoxy and CNT mixture as 
conducted by Raza et al.20 The prepared steel samples were dipped into the slurry 
one by one for 10 s each, then coated steel samples from the slurry were removed 
with the aid of a picker and placed on the smooth surface, and dried for three 
days. The coating and drying were repeated three times to increase the slurry 
loading on the steel sample to get the required thickness of 2.5 mm, obtained with 
a Minifest coating thickness digital meter according to Sigma Coating Standard. 
The experimental selection, coated epoxy resin, and mixture (epoxy resin and 
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MWCNT) of 98.5:1.5, 97.5:2.5, 96.5:3.5 and 95.5:4.5. The coated steel substrates 
were left in the laboratory to cure at room temperature.

2.4 Characterisation of the Experimental Specimens

The soil samples were collected from five different areas at the Federal University 
of Technology, Minna (9.5836° N, 6.5463° E) to carry out the morphology of 
corroded samples. The soil was characterised for ions and moisture content, pH, 
and resistivity values according to methods of test for Soils for civil engineering 
purposes BS1377-3:1990 (BSI, 1990a and 1990b)  and standard test method for 
measurement of soil resistivity ASTM (G57)  respectively. The uncoated, epoxy-
coated, and nanocomposite-coated steel substrates were buried for 3, 6, 9 and 12 
months in five pits with 1.5 m depth. The corrosion samples’ chemical composition 
and surface morphology were examined using high-resolution scanning electron 
microscopy (HRSEM) equipped with EDX. The mechanical properties of the 
coated steel were measured using the tensile and hardness tests. The tensile 
properties of the samples were determined on rectangular shaped pieces of 80 mm 
x 12 mm x 3 mm with a cross-head speed of 1 mm/min at room temperature with 
Servo-control system universal testing machine with U60 testing software (AI-
7000 series, Gotech Testing Machines Inc, Taiwan). The ultimate tensile strength 
and modulus of elasticity were calculated using the load-extension data on the 
generated graph sheet and the sample specifications. The surface microhardness 
values of the steel samples were determined using the Vickers microhardness test 
(HMV-2000, Shimadzu, Japan). The treated samples surfaces were subjected to a 
compressive load of 1.96 N for 15 s with a square-based pyramid and a 136° angle 
between opposite faces (d1 and d2). The average of three measurements was used 
to determine the microhardness of the treated materials and the control sample. 
The Vickers hardness (HV) was computed using Equation 1:14 

sinHV D
F2 68

2

$ $ c=  (1) 

where,

F = the applied force (N)

D = the mean diagonal of the indentation as D d d
2

1 2= +   in mm.

Corrosion evaluation was conducted using EIS tests at 38oC temperature was 
obtained in the soil test. The standard three-electrode cell uses a platinum electrode 
and Saturated Calomel Electrode (SCE) as auxiliary and reference electrodes, 
respectively, as described by Isakhani-Zakaria et al.21 EIS was measured using 
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a Solartron Model SI1255A-HF Frequency Response Analyser connected to 
a Princeton Applied Research (PAR, Model 273A) Potentiostat/Galvanostat 
at Open Circuit Potential (OCP) concerning SCE within a frequency range of  
0.1 Hz to 10 kHz with an applied AC signal of 5 mV (RMS) using the single sine 
technique. Since corrosion phenomena in the soil are strongly pH-dependent.22   
The EIS measurements were carried out to observe the corrosion resistance effect 
of coating (epoxy/CNTs) on API 5L X65 steel sample in a 2 M hydrochloric acid 
(HCl) solution. Impedance measurements were also performed to document the 
epoxy coatings’ corrosion after prolonged exposure to the acidic environment. 
The corrosion protection efficiency (%CPE) values were calculated using  
Equation 2:14

%
( )

( )
CPE R

R
1

coatedsample

rawsteel

p

p
= -] g  

 

Where,

Rp(raw steel) = the polarisation resistances of the substrate in the absence of the coating 
nanocomposites 

Rp(coated sample) = the polarisation resistances of the substrate in the presence of the 
coating nanocomposites.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Corrosive Soil Parameters 

The soil moisture content influenced by rainfall, erosion, and microbial 
activity, has a synergistic effect on soil aeration. It can be observed in Figure 
1 that the moisture content of the soil samples varied in different soil pits, as  
location 2 contained the highest moisture content (5.73) and the soil samples 
were confirmed to be clay in the site. The typical pH of soil is within the range of 
4 to 10, the results  shows pH range from 6.11 to 7.48 which could cause a 
potential effect on pipeline corrosion. However, due to acid rainfall and acid-
producing bacterial organisms in the soil, the average soil pH value is 6.64 as  
shown in Table 2. This indicates slightly neutral soil that becomes acidic with 
increasing moisture content. This can be observed in Figure 1 that the higher 
the moisture content, the higher the pH values. The humic acid generated from 
organic debris may have contributed to the acidity of the soil environment. 
The acidic medium aided the soil sample’s corrosivity.23 The results obtained 
from the average resistivity of soil samples was 167.40 Ω-m. Generally, high 

(2)
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soil resistivity will slow down the corrosion activities due to less ionic content 
flow between the buried metal surface and the corrosive soil environment. 
The resistivity decreases with increased water content and ion concentration.24 
Therefore, the conductivity and corrosion of the soil are measured by its 
resistivity. The higher the resistivity value, the lower the corrosion rate, as there 
is more resistance to the current flow.

Figure 1: Moisture content and pH as soil corrosive factors in different locations.

The result of the resistivity shows common values. As demonstrated in Table 2, 
the soil samples’ average sulphate level (467.20 mg/kg) had a somewhat corrosive 
effect. Sulphate is milder in its corrosive actions toward metabolic materials, but 
it affects concrete and chemically modifies the binding components, producing 
expansion, cracking and strength loss.25 Sulphate attacks in reinforced concrete 
structures can expose rebar to corrosion by other compounds such as chloride. 
Desiri-Eruteyan et al. found that sulphate concentrations varied from 156.14 mg/kg 
to 848.50 mg/kg, which contradicts the experimental findings.26 Because chloride 
ions are directly involved in electrochemical processes throughout the corrosion 
process, they are generally detrimental.27 Table 2 reveals that soil samples’ 
chloride content ranges from 188 mg/kg to 375 mg/kg, indicating corrosive levels. 
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Thus, the soil may degrade the protective layers that naturally grow on the surface 
of some metals, exposing the unprotected metal to additional corrosion.  

Table 2:  Soil corrosivity/aggressivity values.

Soil pits
(Location)

pH Resistivity 
(Ω-m)

Moisture 
content 

Soil 
type

Chloride 
(mg/kg) 

Sulphate 
(mg/kg) 

Redox 
(mV) 

Temp 
(oC)

1 6.63 161 4.66 Clay 188 240 –90 38
2 7.48 193 5.73 Clay 191 242 –87 38
3 6.71 151 4.22 Clay 375 680 –95 38
4 6.11 187 5.58 Clay 372 684 –80 38
5 5.77 145 4.11 Clay 234 490 –95 38
Average 6.64 167.40 4.86 Clay 272 467.20 –89.40 38

3.2 Morphology and Composition Analysis of Coated API 5L X65 Steel

The HRSEM cross-section of epoxy, CNTs and epoxy with various CNT ratios 
coated on steel is observed in Figure 2. The buried uncoated steel developed 
formation of corrosion scales that shows the corrosive effect of the soil after three 
months as seen in Figure 2(a). The coated materials’ thickness increased with the 
concentration of CNTs, and the surface protection efficiency rose, disallowing 
corrosive ion penetration into the substrates. The inclusion of CNTs increased 
the tensile strength even further. This could be due to the development of bridges 
between the CNTs and the epoxy resin, which improves bonding. Marriam et 
al. found that adding CNT to epoxy enhanced the composites’ tensile strength 
and elongation.28 A fracture and rough texture are visible in the SEM image of 
the uncoated surface. While the epoxy-covered surface looks to distribute evenly, 
the CNTs/epoxy surfaces appear to disperse more evenly. Figures 2(d) and (e) 
show cross-sectional SEM images of 2.5% CNTs/epoxy and 3.5% CNTs/epoxy 
samples. According to Roy et al. the prominent oxidised CNTs are incorporated 
and well-dispersed in the epoxy matrix, indicating that CNTs promote uniform 
distribution in the coating, respectively.29 The surface of the composite was 
noticeably smoother, indicating enhanced polymer chain interaction and increased 
interface toughness. Interactions and covalent bonding make the interface between 
the epoxy matrix and the CNTs easier.
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Figure 2: HRSEM cross-sectional micrograph of (a) raw API 5L X65 steel, (b) substrate 
coated with epoxy resin, (c) 1.5% CNTs, (d) 2.5% CNTs, (e) 3.5% CNTs and 
(f) 4.5% CNTs.

The elemental makeup of the CNTs/epoxy resin was determined by examining 
the cross-section of carbon steel covered by an epoxy coating containing CNTs. 
Figures 3 (a)–(f) show the EDX graphs and their element distribution in the CNTs/
epoxy coating. Carbon (C), Oxygen (O) and Iron (Fe) peaks appeared when CNTs/
epoxy resin was coated on API 5L X65 steel. However, only these components 
above were found at various atomic percentages in coated steel with distinct CNTs 
ratios contained in epoxy resin. 
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Figure 3: EDX analyses of (a) raw steel, (b) steel substrate coated with epoxy resin,  
(c) 1.5% CNTs, (d) 2.5% CNTs, (e) 3.5% CNTs and (f) 4.5% CNTs

The Uncoated steel, on the other hand, has peaks of carbon C, O and Fe, with 
an atomic percentage of Fe higher than coated API 5L X65 steel. However, it’s 
reasonable to expect some CNT/epoxy resin to accumulate at the steel/coating 
contact. The findings observed in HRSEM pictures of CNTs/epoxy-coated steel 
confirm this idea. The coated substance reacts with the Fe2+ ion to generate a 
complex compound that protects the carbon steel. The CNTs/epoxy resin will 
play a key part in the barrier effect and operate as a corrosion inhibitor at the mild 
carbon steel/coating interface, according to the surface study. The comparison 
of HRSEM images of CNTs/epoxy resin at different ratios, displayed in Figure 
4 (a)–(d), at the same magnification, demonstrates the changes at varied 
concentrations of CNTs. Variation in surface morphology was seen at high CNT 
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concentrations. The big smooth regions of resin appear to fade away with time, 
leaving agglomerated particles. The agglomerated CNTs/epoxy resin complexes 
appear to become clogged with each other.

Figure 4: HRSEM cross-sectional micrograph of (a) 1.5% CNTs, (b) 2.5% CNTs,  
(c) 3.5% CNTs and (d) 4.5% CNTs.

3.3 Tensile strength and Hardness Properties of Coated Steel

The tensile strength and modulus tests show that the CNTs boost epoxy resin’s 
tensile strength and tensile modulus. The inclusion of 4.5% CNT had the greatest 
impact on the composite’s mechanical strength, as presented in Table 3. The 
agglomerates in the matrix act as big particles, enhancing the resin matrix’s 
network structure and stability. Furthermore, the reinforcing CNTs were confined 
in the void area of the polymer matrix, substantially reducing the epoxy resin 
volume percentage. The epoxy resin made without CNTs had lower tensile strength 
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and young modulus. The sample’s lack of interfacial bonding could explain this 
behaviour, resulting in high-stress concentration and low stress distribution 
uniformity.30

Furthermore, Table 3 displays the hardness of epoxy resin and CNTs/epoxy 
resin composites. The use of CNT appears to increase the hardness variability 
of composite samples greatly. The dispersion of CNTs in the polymer, which 
impacts the final nanocomposite properties, could be due to the great range of 
hardness which is in line with the findings of Francisco et al.31 CNTs/epoxy 
property hardness as a function of CNTs loading concentration is higher than 
epoxy resin hardness. The high level of hardness in CNTs/epoxy matrix could be 
due to overlaping and stacking, which lowers polymer molecule flow, enhancing 
scratch resistance and making the material more resistant to deformation. The 
hardness of materials is determined by the type of forces that bind atoms in the 
material. Therefore, the strong connections with the CNTs or MWCNTs and 
epoxy resin interface strongly boost the mixture’s coherence, resulting in high 
hardness and strength properties of the nanocomposite.32 

Table 3: Mechanical properties of epoxy and epoxy with different CNTs content.

Sample Tensile strength 
(GPa)

Tensile modulus 
(GPa)

Hardness (HV) 

1.5 %epoxy 2.08 16.20 11.40
1.5 %CNTs/epoxy 3.17 21.74 12.02
2.5 % CNTs/epoxy 4.63 23.50 12.36
3.5 % CNTs/epoxy 4.90 24.10 13.05
4.5 % CNTs/epoxy 5.81 25.64 13.74

3.4 Moisture Test

The results of the moisture for buried uncoated and coated samples for a year 
are presented in Figure 5. S1 represents 1.5% epoxy, S2 represents 1.5% CNTs/
epoxy, S3 represents 2.5% CNTs/epoxy, S4 represents 3.5% CNTs/epoxy, while 
S5 represents 4.5% CNTs/epoxy, respectively. From the first three to the twelfth 
month, gradual moisture absorption was detected in uncoated steel samples (S1). 
On the other hand, all of the coated samples (S2 to S5) showed no substantial 
moisture gain. The stiff reinforcement in the composites may impact the structure 
and molecular interaction inside the composite under wet conditions, resulting in 
the non-absorption of the water molecule. Furthermore, the water molecule has a 
considerable affinity for the uncoated sample due to steel’s electrophilic character, 
whereas it has less effect with the hydrophobic CNTs.
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Figure 5:  Moisture test of buried samples for different months.

3.5 EIS Measurement 

In a 2 M HCl solution, the effect of varying concentrations of CNTs covering 
material with epoxy on carbon steel corrosion prevention was investigated. Coating 
the surface of metals limits the movement of electrons or ions, which is thought 
to stop the corrosion reaction.33 As a result, the coating’s electrical properties 
are important for the layer’s capacity to provide enough corrosion protection and 
operate as a perfect electrical and chemical barrier for the underlying substrate. To 
understand corrosion behavior, electrical parameters can be fitted into equivalent 
models.

The simplest electrical equivalent circuit (EEC) to depict a coating and corroding 
metal is the Randles circuit model.34 On the other hand, the coated sample might 
be well matched using a Randles circuit with two-time constants as shown in 
Figure 6. 

The electrical equivalent circuit is made up of a solution resistance element (Rs) 
in series with coating capacitance (Cc), and a coating pore resistance (Rpo) that 
reflects the resistance of ionic conduction channels that pass through the coating. 
Coating resistance, a constant capacitance phase element double layer (CPEdl) 
representing the passive film’s capacitance double layer (Cdl), and a charge 
transfer element low-frequency zone (Rct) across the passive film are all terms 
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used to describe this (corrosion resistance). Rct and Cdl are components for 
studying the corrosion reaction of coating samples, as can be seen. Better charge 
transfer resistance has been linked to higher model corrosion resistance, and Cdl 
follows the inverse pattern.35

The sum of the two series resistors, Rs and Rpo, defines the impedance of the 
Randles circuit. In both the high and low-frequency ranges, the Randles circuit 
acts essentially as a resistor. At intermediate frequencies, however, the capacitor’s 
impedance is critical, and the cell serves as a capacitor. As a result, the imaginary 
component grows in importance, the phase angle approaches –90°, and linearly, 
the cell impedance becomes frequency-dependent (on a log-log scale).

Figure 6: Coating electrical equivalent circuit model with traditional circuit elements for 
(a) uncoated and (b) coated samples.

The interface between this pocket of solution and bare metal is treated as a 
double-layer capacitance, Cdl in tandem with a kinetically controlled charge 
transfer reaction element represented by the charge transfer resistance in one of 
the interpretations of this model. It’s also known as polarisation resistance (Rp), 
which refers to the resistive corrosion product layer on the metal plate and Rct, 
which is inversely proportional to the rate of corrosion.34 

The experimental impedance spectra fit Nyquist graph with Z-simp software as 
shown in Figure 7. For three potentials, the imaginary component of impedance is 
plotted against the fundamental component in the Nyquist plane as a function of 
decreasing frequencies in Figure 7. The data is also displayed versus the logarithm 
frequency in phase angle i.e., arctan (–Z /Z’). As a result, the Z” denotes imaginary 
impedance, while the Z’ denotes actual impedance. Table 4 presents the obtained 
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experimental data, which includes elements of the proposed equivalent circuit 
such as Rs, Rpo, Rct, Cc, CPEdl and Rp (polarisation resistance of the metal, 
which is Rpo+ Rct). According to the resistance analysis, the coating’s water and 
acid solution resistances are significantly better than those of raw steel and epoxy 
coating alone. Furthermore, the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy test 
revealed that the layer protected metals from corrosion better than epoxy.

Table 4:  Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy parameters.

Coatings RS (Ωcm2) Rpo 
(KΩcm2)

Rct 
(KΩcm2)

CPEdl  
(μF/cm2)

ndl CPE%

Raw Steel (no coating) 26.8 0.06 0.384 125.04 0.89
Epoxy only 29.06 0.251 0.809 87.71 0.75 63.21
Epoxy + 1.5CNTs 168.9 1.513 3.123 63.61 0.90 91.59
Epoxy + 2.5CNTs 178.2 1.723 4.323 52.93 0.91 93.55
Epoxy + 3.5CNTs 185.7 2. 324 5.002 44.27 0.92 94.68
Epoxy + 4.5CNTs 163.2 1.125 2.069 81.34 0.90 87.79

The creation of an adsorption layer on the steel surface can be attributed to 
increased Rct values as the epoxy coating concentration increases. The adsorbed 
surface at the electrode surface acts as a barrier to charge transport demonstrating 
its anti-corrosive property. The high-frequency area of the EIS spectrum relates 
to coating behaviour, while the low-frequency region corresponds to corrosion 
reaction.36 The capacitance component is assumed to be the corrosion’s double-
layer capacitance at the steel surface. Furthermore, in the high-frequency region, 
the resistances in the spectrum are considered to be coating resistance. In contrast, 
a charge transfer resistance correlates to corrosion reaction in the low-frequency 
zone.

The Nyquist plot that shows an incomplete/partial arc in the high-frequency band, 
indicating low charge-transfer resistance, followed by a linear line in the low-
frequency range, indicating a low charge-transfer resistance as shown in Figure 7. 
The resistance of the coatings was shown in the high-frequency region, whereas 
the charge transfer resistance was demonstrated in the Rct. Samples in 2 M HCl 
solution have the following charge transfer resistance. The corrosion protection 
efficiency rises with increasing CNT concentrations, peaking at 94.68% for  
3.5 g/l CNTs, demonstrating the greatest performance of all the coatings produced. 
Further increases in CNT concentration (4.5 g/l) result in lower corrosion 
resistance. It has been reported that the decrease in strength at higher CNT or 
MWCNT concentrations indicates agglomeration defect behaviour of the CNTs 
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due to local CNTs differences and the impairment of the charge transfer to the 
epoxy resin matrix.32

The ndl values which is a parameter adjustable from 0.5 to 1 and is calculated 
from the slope of log|Z| vs. log|f| from Bode plot. The values and charge transfer 
resistanceincreased with increasing CNT concentration before decreasing at  
4.5 g/l. CPEdl, on the other hand, was shown to have an inverse trend. As 
previously indicated, increasing the CNT concentration to 3.5 g/l enhanced the 
amount of CNTs integrated into the composite coating. As a result, the charge 
transfer resistance was improved due to the ease of chemical passivation and the 
rapid creation of a thicker P-rich film with poor ionic conductivity qualities that 
protects the coating’s active surface from solution and corrosive substances.13 

Deposition of nanoscale CNTs filled the crevices, gaps, and micron holes in the 
coating, reducing surface and structural defects, and increasing the incorporated 
CNTs content, resulting in the formation of a denser and more homogeneous 
layer, resulting in a decrease in CPEdl and an increase in ndl values.37  The porosity 
and surface inhomogeneity of the coating can be linked to CPEdl and ndl values, 
according to Alishahi et al.13 The porosity and fault density of the composite layer 
tend to rise as the CNT concentration increases. As a result, the ndl value has risen 
while the CPEdl value has fallen.

Figure 7: Nyquist plots of carbon steel coated with epoxy and different concentrations  
of CNTs.
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The Bode phase plot of steel, epoxy coating, and epoxy coating with varying 
amounts of CNTs following immersion in HCl solution is depicted in Figure 8. 
The high phase angle at the medium frequency region signifies an excellent barrier 
property of the surface coating and corresponds to less corrosive ions being in 
contact with the metal surface, whereas at the large modulus, the plot shows peaks 
for all samples in the low-frequency region that discloses the enhancement of 
corrosion resistance.35

Figure 8: Bode plot for carbon steel coated with epoxy and different concentrations of 
CNTs.

The phase angle aperture increases after CNTs are added to the epoxy coating, 
as shown in the graph. These confirmed Niquist’s findings, suggesting that the 
corrosion resistance of the coating was determined to be highest at a concentration 
of 3.5 g/l CNTs. By filling the coating’s porosities, gaps, cracks and micron holes, 
adding CNTs to the epoxy coating reduces the number of surfaces and structural 
flaws. The raw steel had a tiny phase angle, and the aperture of the phase angle was 
lowered because the surface layer couldn’t adequately cover the substrate, which 
is consistent with Dieleman et al.’s findings.38 As a result, a coating incorporating 
CNTs effectively delays electrolyte penetration and improves the coating’s barrier 
effectiveness. In addition, the results reveal that the coated steel is more stable in 
a corrosive environment like acidic soil than pure epoxy coating.
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4. CONCLUSION

The HRSEM cross-section of epoxy, CNTs, and epoxy with various CNTs coated 
on API 5L X65 steel is investigated. The thickness of the coated materials on 
the steel increased due to the increased viscosity of the solution with a high 
amount of CNTs, leading to more infiltration of the solution into the films. The 
results of the tensile strength, hardness, and tensile modulus of epoxy resin with 
CNTs increase with CNTs. It was found that adding 3.5% CNTs has the best 
effect on the mechanical strength of the composite. The EIS analysis reveals that 
nanocomposite coatings had significantly excellent conductors. It is attributed that 
coating surface hydrophobicity is enhanced by adding CNTs.
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